Caravan-

Awnings

2017

Quality.
Tradition.
Design.

Materials

Equipment Details

Ten Cate 'All Season'

PVC fabric

The one-side coated synthetic material

Robust and heavy

A high-quality, tightly woven polyester fibre forms the basis for this tent material. This is fungicidal and water-repellent and acrylic-coated on the outside.
For our awnings we use the qualities ‘TC-Residential’ , ‘TC-Touring 240’ or
‘TC-TOURING 180’.

The emphasis here is on the PVC coating applied on both sides.

Properties:
The fabric is relatively robust with low weight (180 g/m² – 290 g/m²). It is
very easy to tension, ensures high weather resistance and colour fastness,
is printable and creates no odour.
Less condensation:
The fabric is significantly less susceptible to condensation, because the fabric
on the uncoated inner side can absorb moisture.
Cleaning:
The cleaning ability is good, although not all conventional cleaning agents
can be used.
Ventilation and stress:
Good awning ventilation is important. The material is generally more sensitive
with regard to mechanical and year-round stress.

Roof: pole pins

Roof: canopy depth

Roof: hollow seam tabs

… (always series equipment) facilitate tent
erection and stabilise the roof surface.

… of approx. 30 cm offer optimum weather
protection.

… in the awning roof are fitted as standard.
Awning pole reinforcement is also supplied
with many models.

Side: zip-fasteners

Side: wind protection gusset

Side: fabric cover

… from leading manufacturers (e.g. YKK) guarantee maximum convenience of use.

… are supplied as standard, and offer optimum wind protection and a close fit even for
aerodynamic caravan designs.

… of the front wall and side wall zip-fasteners.
Series equipment with many models

Windows: top ventilation

Windows: 3-piece window

Windows: window flaps

… adjustable closing with fabric cover and
zip-fasteners (see Info-profile Page 52).

Gauze/film window + film cover + fabric
cover. Series equipment with many models.

Important for awnings for seasonal and allyear use (see individual model description).

Interiors: SHS-channel cord

Interiors: hollow seam tabs

Interiors: velcro strips

All models with the SHS channel cord for use of
the “Screwless retaining eyes system” and for the
attachment of the inner lining (both optional).

… for almost all front walls and side walls for
the use of balconies and storm poles (accessories).

… for windproof attachment of hurricane supports - (see individual model description).

Properties:
PVC fabric is very heavy in comparison to other tent fabrics (380 g –
600 g/m²) and therefore also very robust. It is therefore also used for
truck tarpaulins. It is however also inflexible and therefore more difficult
to tension.
Condensation:
A tent of PVC fabric allows the formation of heavy condensation, since
there is no breathing on the part of the fabric.
Cleaning:
PVC fabric is very easy to clean.
Stress and use:
Due to its resistance to rotting, the fabric is suitable especially in the roof
area for tents which remain up throughout the year, and everywhere where
there is constant contact with water (spray walls, earth strip).

Stress and Use
A fabric of this type is used mainly for touring and seasonal tents, depending
on weight and quality.

Your BRAND specialist dealer will be
happy to show you our sample book‚
Caravan awnings 2017. Here you
will find the materials used for almost all BRAND awning modules.

Tent consultation
www.brand-camping.com
Which tent for which purpose?
Tips on model selection.
Care instructions, size calculator.

Floors: the ‘multi-function strip’ Floors: storm tensioning tabs

Floors: 3-way earth strip

… enables individual tensioning and the easy
replacement of defective tensioning rings.

… for a ‘neat’ floor connection - Series equipment with most models.

Important, interesting, clearly prepared information
can be found on the brand website at:
www.brand-camping.com
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… in the front and side walls (see Info-profile
Page 52).
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Standard

The inside of the roof is decoratively printed. Print and design according to
pattern book 2017.

Panorama windows: extra windows of ventilation gauze with matt film flap.

Externally, the roof is additionally treated with a metallic coating.

In both side walls 3-part windows: ½ ventilation gauze with clear film flap
plus a complete exterior flap.

The front wall is designed in several parts, so that the door can be placed in
different positions.

Top ventilation can be closed to protect against draughts in stormy weather.

The door is designed as an archway and thus creates a stable door effect.

A flap covers the zips in the front wall but not the window-flap zips

The door in a roll-up design.

The in the canopy are for anchoring the canopy reinforcement (standard
according to model).
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Pamir 'S'

Forum

Castello

Magellan 300

Palazzo 240/280

Riogrande 240/280

Tarifa 240/280

Fino 300

Fino 240

Arcade 240/280

Safir TL 240/280

Veneto

Pamir 'S'

Forum

Castello

Magellan 300

Palazzo 240/280

Riogrande 240/280

Tarifa 240/280

Fino 300

Fino 240

Easily followed at a glance

Arcade 240/280

Safir TL 240/280

= Standard

Veneto

equipment details
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… details of even more

The front walls are provided with tongues to take additional clamping rods /
balcony rods.

The Velcro strips for stable connections of the front and side walls with the
erecting poles.

The curtain roller fixings ensure reliable and convenient operation.

The wind screening wedge prevents draughts and optimises the fit with
aerodynamic caravans

The multi-function strip is an additional convincing detail in the Brand design
(see also details on page 43).

The poles all have PowerGrip as standard. For its advantages, see page 46.

The triple ground strip: outside + multi-function strip + inside. A ground strip
you can rely on.

Supplied with canopy reinforcement.

Pamir 'S'

Forum

Castello

Magellan 300

Palazzo 240/280

Riogrande 240/280

Tarifa 240/280

Fino 300

Fino 240

Arcade 240/280

Safir TL 240/280

Veneto

Pamir 'S'

Forum

Castello

Magellan 300

Palazzo 240/280

Riogrande 240/280

Tarifa 240/280

Easily followed at a glance

Fino 300

Fino 240

Arcade 240/280

Safir TL 240/280

= Standard

Veneto

standard equipment

Heavy-duty zips for all wall connections
Additional roof weather-strip to permit use of the optional SHS system
(see page 47)
Coated, wipe-clean edging strips

The storm lashing straps on front and side walls: well prepared for unpleasant weather.
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… affordable quality to the
highest level!

VENETO

The benefits to you:
	Roof metallic coated on outside, inner side with decorative print.
Side wall material also with decorativ print
	Four possible entrance / exit variants in the front and side walls.
	Each side wall with a large ventilation windows.
	Front wall halves can be folded back to balcony trim.

... entrance positioned at the right with the aid of the exchangeable
front wall halves.

Photo size 21

VENETO

... front wall halves folded back to balcony trim.



This awning model offers
everything you need day-to-day
on a camping holiday: all important equipment details as with the
“great” and long-proven materials
from TenCate. The five individual
tent sections (roof, two side and
two front wall elements) are easy

to handle and simple to stow away
for the journey. The assembly and
dismantling is equally uncomplicated.

… here as a partial sunroof with one corner protected against the wind.

Sizes available:
Sizes available
A-Measurement in cm
Approx. weight in kg
Number of awning pieces

10

Technical details:

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

21

13

31

14

41

15

16

748-773

774-798

799-823

824-849

850-876

877-897

898-917

918-938

939-958

959-977

31,4

31,9

32,4

32,9

33,4

41,9

42,9

43,4

43,9

44,4

44,9

45,4

45,9

46,4

52,3

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5
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978-1001 1002-1025 1026-1051 1052-1075 1076-1095

Sales price: see page 50 and 51

Poles:
Steel poles,
Ø 25 x 1 mm.

Awning depth:
approx. 240 cm

... an optical highlight: side wall material with print.

Roof:
TC-TOURING 240
Metallic-coated on outside. Inner side with decorative print. Reduced
condensation formation.
Without seam.

Side wall:

Front wall:

TC-TOURING 240
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

TC-TOURING 180
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

More material info see page 4

Info-Profile: page 52
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Comfortable. Light. And with a
standard aluminium-Powergrip frame.

SAFIR TL 240 / SAFIR TL 280

The benefits to you:
	Roof metallic coated on outside, inner side with decorative print.
	All front wall elements are exchangeable. Each sidewall has a door.
	The front wall elements can be folded back to balcony trim.
	Each side wall with a large ventilation windows.

 PowerGrip system as standard
…
equipment.

Photo size 21

… entrance at the right. 3 frontwall elements as balcony.

SAFIR TL

280
240

Every kilogram saved helps to
avoid exceeding the maximum
loading weight. All-SeasonTouring fabric from TenCate,
specially designed for touring
camping, is lightweight, but
nevertheless robust and durable.

The ø 28 mm light aluminium pole
with the PowerGrip system supplied
as standard reduces the weight
even further. All front wall elements
are exchangeable. Variable
seating corner and front entrance.

 entrance to the left; a partial sunroof with one corner protected
…
from the wind.
Available in 2 awning depths
(240 cm or 280 cm

Sizes available:
Sizes available

Technical details:

08

09

10

11

12

21

13

A-Measurement in cm

824-849

850-876

877-897

898-917

918-938

939-958

959-977

Approx. weight in kg

27,5

28

33

33,5

34,5

35

35,5

36,5

37

37,5

38,5

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

Number of awning pieces

12

31

14

41

15

978-1001 1002-1025 1026-1051 1052-1075

Sales price: see page 50 and 51

Poles:
Aluminium poles,
Ø 28 x 1 mm,
with PowerGrip

Awning depth:
approx. 240 cm or
280 cm

 remove the 4 wall sections, the awning is turned into a stable
…
sunroof.

Roof:
TC-TOURING 240
Metallic- coated on outside. Inner side with decorative print. Reduced
condensation formation.
Safir TL 280 with seam.

Side wall:

Front wall:

TC-TOURING 180
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

TC-TOURING 180
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

More material info see page 4

Info-Profile page 52
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ARCADE 240 / ARCADE 280

A real eye-catcher on any
camping site !!

The benefits to you:
	Roof metallic coated on outside, inner side with decorative print.
	The interchangable front wall sections allow variable positioning
of the entrance.
	Optimum cross-ventilation thanks to large gauze windows in the
side walls and in the front walls.
	A cosy living atmosphere with curtains in the front and side walls and
a generous sense of space due to the arched shape of the pole structure.

… front wall sections interchanged. Left fornt wall foldead back to
balcony trim.

Photo Size 21

ARCADE

... right front wall and right side removed.

The trendsetter.

With the 4th generation of the
ARCADE, we offer even more
usage benefits. The front wall is
designed as a replaceable wall,
which enables two different door
positions. In addition to the generous ventilation windows in the
front wall, the side walls are now
also equipped with closable gauze
ventilation flaps. The roof fabric is

280
240

metallic-coated with a decorative
print on the inner side.
The innovative aluminium pole is
equipped as standard with the
PowerGrip system.
For camping in warm holiday
regions, a matching rounded
sunroof (Type ‘Rondo’, see
page 37) is also available as
an accessory.

... both front walls removed, protection against the wind.

Available in 2 awning depths
(240 cm or 280 cm)

Sizes available:
Sizes available

Technical details:

09

10

11

12

21

13

A-Measurement in cm

850-876

877-897

898-917

918-938

939-958

959-977

Approx. weight in kg

38,8

39,3

39,7

40,0

40,5

41,0

41,5

42,0

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

Parties

14

 side wall material partly
…
with ‚Metallic-pearl-effect‘.

31

Poles:

14

978-1001 1002-1025

A 28mm steel frame can be
delivered alternatively without
extra price.

Sales price: see page 50 and 51

Awning depth:

Aluminium poles,
approx. 240 cm
Ø 28 x 1 mm with
or 280 cm
PowerGrip and canopy
reinforcement.

… can be used as a sun roof.

Roof:
TC-TOURING 240
Metallic- coated on outside. Inner side with decorative print. Reduced
condensation formation.
Arcade TL 280 with
seam.

Side wall:

Front wall:

TC-TOURING 180
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

TC-TOURING 240
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

More material info see page 4

Info-Profile Page 52 
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FINO 240 / FINO 300

Maximum flexibility due to the
element front wall.

The benefits to you:
	Roof metallic coated on outside, inner side with decorative print.
Roof in “TC-Residential”-quality. Side wall material in 240 quality.
	Variable door design in the front: all elements are individually
interchangeable.
	Two closable ventilation windows and a closable top ventilation
create a perfect atmosphere in the awning.
	Both panorama comfort windows of the side walls are fitted with
curtains for that homely atmosphere.

… Front wall parts changed over, door at centre / right.

Photo size 21

FINO

… Door position fully to the left, two elements folded down to form a balcony (balcony poles from our accessories), side entrance at right opened.

A real All-rounder.

For our FINO model, we have
chosen the roof material “TC-Residential” and for the side wall the
material TC-Touring 240. These
are appropriate qualities for a
seasonal camping also. It is also
equipped with an element front
wall. You can therefore position
the entrance as required by the

300
240

s etup area. With the panorama
comfort window, the separate and
closable ventilation windows in
the side wall and the closable top
ventilation, you are perfectly prepared for any type of weather.
The curtains for the front and side
wall windows lend a cosy atmosphere.

Please note:
Fino 240: steel poles, Ø 25 x 1mm, with
PowerGrip and canopy reinforcement.
Fino 300: steel poles, Ø 28 x 1mm, with
PowerGrip and canopy reinforcement.

… use one section of the awning to protect one corner against the wind.
Available in 2 awnings depths
(240 cm or 300 cm).

Page 44

Sizes available
Sizes available

Technical details:

The model FINO 300 is available from size 09 to size 16.
09

10

11

12

21

13

31

14

41

15

16

17

18

19

A-Measurement in cm

850-876

877-897

898-917

918-938

939-958

959-977

Approx. weight in kg

39,9

49,5

49,9

50,7

51,4

51,8

52,1

53

53,6

54,1

59,3

59,7

60

60,4

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

9

9

9

9

Number of awning pieces

16

978-1001 1002-1025 1026-1051 1052-1075 1076-1095 1096-1115 1116-1135 1136-1155

Sales price: see page 50 and 51

GX
1156-

9-11

Poles:
Fino 240: steel poles,
Ø 25 x 1mm
Fino 300: steel poles,
Ø 28 x 1mm
Each with Powergrip and
canopy reinforcement

Awning depth:
Fino 240 :
approx. 240 cm
Fino 300:
approx. 300 cm

Page 44

 Door to the extreme right. An annex provides additional storage or
…
sleeping room.

Roof:
TC-RESIDENTIAL
Metallic - coated on outside. Inner side with decorative print. Reduced
condensation formation.
Fino 300 with seam.

Side wall:

Front wall:

TC-TOURING 240
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

TC-TOURING 240
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

More material info see page 4

Page 44
Page 44
Page 45

Info-Profile page 52
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TARIFA 240 / TARIFA 280

Roof and side walls made from
PVC-coated material.

The benefits to you:

PVC

	The 5 individual sections (roof and 2 removable front wall and side
sections) enable assembly and dismantling in stages.

f
-Roo

All windows with additional covers and side zip fastener attachments.
	The ventilation gauze of the side wall windows is equipped with
additional rain protection film.
	All sizes with symmetrical front wall windows, size 16 is supplied
as 9-piece with 6 front wall elements.

 optional positioning of the front entrance thanks to exchangeable
…
front wall halves.

Photo size 21

… can also be used as a complete or partial sunroof.

TARIFA

280
240

Robust PVC material in the roof
and side walls, front wall of activebreathing TenCate fabric. Interesting alternative for seasonal and
stationary camping. The two front
wall elements are interchangeable,
with variable door position either
to the left of centre or at the ex-

treme right. All windows with flaps.
The ventilation gauze of the side
wall windows is equipped with
additional rain protection film. The
Tarifa 280 is equipped with a strong
28 mm x 1 mm diameter steel pole
as standard.

… with all window flaps closed.
The side fabric covers are attached by zip-fasteners.
Available in 2 awning depths
(240 cm or 280 cm).
… front wall element with
roll-up door!

Sizes available
Sizes available

Technical details:
09

10

11

12

21

13

A-Measurement in cm

850-876

877-897

898-917

918-938

939-958

959-977

Approx. weight in kg

48

52,5

53

53,5

54,5

55,1

55,3

57,3

58,3

59,1

63,3

Number of awning pieces

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

9

18

31

14

41

15

16

978-1001 1002-1025 1026-1051 1052-1075 1076-1095

Sales price: see page 50 and 51

Poles:
Tarifa 240:
Steel poles,
Ø 25 x 1 mm.
Tarifa 280:
Steel poles,
Ø 28 x 1 mm

Awning depth:
approx.
240 cm or 280 cm

Roof:
PVC – coated on both
sides. No seam.

Side wall:
PVC – coated on both
sides.

Front wall:
TC-TOURING 240
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

Info-Profile page 52

More material info see page 4
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RIOGRANDE 240 / RIOGRANDE 280

An affordable and comfortable
element awning.

The benefits to you:
	All front wall elements are exchangeable.
	The heavy-duty zip-fasteners on the front and side walls are fitted
with weather-protection covers.
	Top ventilation can be closed. Fast adjustment to all weather conditions
by panorama comfort windows.
	Frame: steel poles, 28 x 1 mm, with PowerGrip system and canopy
reinforcement.

... front entrance to the right. Entrance in left side wall open.

Photo size 21

… entrance to the left. 2 elements folded back to balcony trim
(balcony poles: see accessories). Entrance in side wall.

RIOGRANDE

280
240

Let us specify the arguments: All
front wall elements are exchange
able. Variable seating corner and
front entrance. All windows with
flaps. The heavy-duty zip-fasteners
on the front and side walls are fitted with weather-protection covers.

Fast adjustment to all weather conditions by the panorama-comfort
windows. Equipped with strong
28mm steel poles and canopy
reinforcement. Riogrande 240
with a depth of 240 cm, Riogrande
280 with a depth of 280 cm.

… with all window flaps closed. Annex as option.

Available in 2 awning depths
(240 cm or 280 cm)

 an optical highlight: the side and
…
front wall material is partly printed.

… available as a separate accessory;
front wall element ‘roll-up door’.

Sizes available
Sizes available

Technical details:
08

09

10

11

12

21

13

A-Measurement in cm

824-849

850-876

877-897

898-917

918-938

939-958

959-977

Approx. weight in kg

43

43,5

56

56,5

57

58

58,5

59

60

60,5

61

65

Number of awning pieces

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

9

20

Fabric cover of the front wall
and side wall zip-fasteners.

31

14

41

15

16

978-1001 1002-1025 1026-1051 1052-1075 1076-1095

Sales price: see page 50 and 51

Poles:
Steel poles,
Ø 28 x 1 mm,
with PowerGrip system
and canopy reinforcement.

Awning depth:
approx. 240 cm
or 280 cm

Roof:
TC-RESIDENTIAL
Metallic – coated on
outside. Inner side
with decorative print.
Reduced condensation
formation. Riogrande
280 with seam.

Side wall:

Front wall:

TC-TOURING 240
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

TC-TOURING 240
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

More material info see page 4

Info-Profile page 52
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PALAZZO 240 / PALAZZO 280

Roof and side walls made from
PVC-coated material.

The benefits to you:

PVC

	All front wall elements are exchangeable.

f
-Roo

	The heavy-duty zip-fasteners on the front and side walls are fitted
with weather-protection covers.
	Each side wall with two windows. The rear window with full-surface
ventilation gauze which can be covered with a clear-film flap with zip
on each side (no curtains). As additional protection, a further covering
flap of PVC.
	Frame: steel poles, 28 x 1 mm, with PowerGrip system and
canopy reinforcement.

… front entrance to the right. Entrance in left side wall open.

Photo Palazzo 280 size 21

… entrance to the left. 2 elements folded back to balcony trim
(balcony poles: see accessories). Entrance in side wall.

PALAZZO

280
240

Robust PVC material in the roof
and side walls, front wall of activebreathing Ten Cate fabric. A perfect material mix for seasonal and
stationary camping. All front wall
elements are interchangeable,
therefore a variable door position.
All windows with flaps. The heavyduty zip-fasteners on the front and

side walls are fitted with weatherprotection covers. Fast adjustment to all weather conditions by
3-piece side windows. Equipped
with strong 28mm steel poles and
canopy reinforcement. Palazzo
240 with a depth of 240 cm,
Palazzo 280 with a depth of
280 cm.

… with all window flaps closed. Annex as option.
 available as a separate
…
accessory; front wall element
arched door with ”stable
door effect”.

Available in 2 awning depths
(240 cm or 280 cm)

Sizes available:
Sizes available

10

11

12

21

13

A-Measurement in cm

850-876

877-897

898-917

918-938

939-958

959-977

Approx. weight in kg

52,8

61,3

61,7

63,9

64,4

65

66,1

66,9

67,7

68,2

72

73

74

75

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

9

9

9

9

22

… the side wall of
the Palazzo 240 also
has two windows.

Technical details:

09

Number of awning pieces



31

14

41

15

16

17

18

19

978-1001 1002-1025 1026-1051 1052-1075 1076-1095 1096-1115 1116-1135 1136-1155

Sales price: see page 50 and 51

GX
1156-

9-11

Poles:
Steel poles,
Ø 28 x 1 mm,
with PowerGrip system
and canopy reinforcement.

Awning depth:
approx. 240 cm
or 280 cm

Roof:
PVC – coated on both
sides.

Side wall:

Front wall:

PVC – coated on both
sides.

TC-TOURING 240
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

Info-Profile page 52

More material info see page 4
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MAGELLAN 300

Floor depth of approx. 300 cm combined
with maximum functionality.

The benefits to you:
	The interchangeable front wall elements allow variable positioning
of the entrance.
	Optimum cross-ventilation thanks to large gauze windows in the side
walls, which are fitted with film covers attached by zip fasteners.
	The entrance in the front part of the side wall can be positioned as
required, since the 2-piece side wall offers the option of positioning
the door element either on the right or left side.
	All main zips have weather-protection covers.

... front entrance to the right.

Photo size 21

... front entrance here right to centre.

MAGELLAN 300
Are you looking for plenty of room,
without having to forego flexible
layout possibilities? Then the
Magellan 300 is the right choice.
The generously-proportioned
window areas all round create
a light and friendly living space.
In case of bad weather or longer

absence, all the windows can be
closed off by window flaps. The
interchangeable front wall elements
allow variable positioning of the
entrance. The Magellan can also
have a wide entrance in the right
or left side wall if required.

... all film windows with fabric covers, both gauze windows of the side
wall with embossed film cover. Arched door in the left side wall.
T op ventilation adjustable closing
with fabric cover and zip-fasteners.

Sizes available:
Sizes available

Technical details:

9

10

11

12

21

13

A-Measurement in cm

850-876

877-897

898-917

918-938

939-958

959-977

Approx. weight in kg

58,0

62,2

62,8

63,3

64,8

65,6

66

66,8

67,6

68,2

70,9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Number of awning pieces

24

T he zips have weather-protection
covers.

31

14

41

15

16

978-1001 1002-1025 1026-1051 1052-1075 1076-1095

GX
ab 1156

9-11

Sales price: see page 50 and 51

Poles:
Steel poles,
Ø 28 x 1 mm,
with PowerGrip system
and canopy reinforcement.

Awning depth:
approx. 300 cm

... the three-metre floor depth offers plenty of space for open areas,
exclusive living comfort thanks to large window areas all round.

Roof:
TC-RESIDENTIAL
Metallic - coated on
outside. Inner side
with decorative print.
Reduced condensation
formation.

Side wall:

Front wall:

TC-TOURING 240
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

TC-TOURING 240
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

More material info see page 4

Info-Profile page 52
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High-quality “Chalet” awning
in element design with all-round
PVC roof coated both sides.

CASTELLO

The benefits to you:

PVC

	The individual, exchangeable front wall elements (sizes 10-15 = 4,
sizes 16-GX = 6 to 8), enable you to select the front entrance position
to suit your requirements.

f
-Roo

	Curtains in the front and side walls convey a cosy atmosphere.
Closing top ventilation.
	Reliable steel frame ø 28 x 1 mm with PowerGrip system and
canopy reinforcement.

… fabric covers of all windows. Entrance element at outside right.
Additional storage space with side annex (optional).

Photo size 21

… 2 elements folded back to balcony trim (balcony poles: see accessories). Every individual element can be folded back or removed.

CASTELLO

! Tipp

The classical awning with surrounding roof overhang for seasonal
and stationary camping. Roof
made from strong PVC-material.
Heavy-duty zip fasteners with additional weather-protection covers.

Front wall with variable climatecontrol window (full gauze, with
film and fabric cover), both side
walls with panorama comfort
windows: optimum ventilation
possibilities.

 Panorama comfort win…
dows in both side walls.

 available as a separate accessory;
…
front wall element arched door with
“stable door effect”.

Sizes available:
Sizes available

Technical details:

10

11

12

21

13

A-Measurement in cm

877-897

898-917

918-938

939-958

959-977

Approx. weight in kg

66,4

67,4

68,4

68,9

69,6

70,5

71,4

72,3

72,9

77,7

79,2

79,9

80,6

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

9

9

9

9

Number of awning pieces

26

 zips with weather-protection
…
covers.

31

14

41

15

16

17

18

19

978-1001 1002-1025 1026-1051 1052-1075 1076-1095 1096-1115 1116-1135 1136-1155

Sales price: see page 50 and 51

GX
1156-

9 -11

Poles:
Steel poles,
Ø 28 x 1 mm,
with PowerGrip system
and canopy reinforcement.

Awning depth:
approx. 240 cm

… 3-piece front window for
easy climate adjustment.

Roof:
PVC – coated on both
sides.

Side wall:

Front wall:

TC-TOURING 240
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

TC-TOURING 240
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

Info-Profile page 52

More material info see page 4
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FORUM

Functional – camping without compromise

The benefits to you:

PVC

	Roof with PVC-coating on both sides.

f
-Roo

	All windows have fabric covers.
	The door element can be changed with all elements of the
front wall and side wall.
	The multi-function earth strip used in all Brand tents provides
variable and reliable ground attachment.

 side entrance next to caravan wall, two front elements folded
…
down, entrance in left side wall opened.

Photo size 10 Side-sunroof as option.

… entrance in frontwall, two window elements exchanged to
right side wall.

FORUM – a partial retraction awning.
Our partial retraction awning with
a roof made of PVC offers 9 sizes
for left and/or right retraction. All
windows can be closed using flaps
with zip-fasteners. Two large ventilation windows (½ gauze and

½ clear foil) can also be closed
with window flaps. The high-spot of
this awning: The entrance and the
ventilation window are interchangeable and can also be used at
any position in the front wall.

Available as option:
	Sunroof with frame, 280 cm deep,
160 cm wide (can not be used
under snow conditions)
	Arched door element with “stable
door effect”.

Standard pole equipment:
Size 04-08: 4 frame legs, 4 roof poles
Size 09-14: 5 frame legs, 5 roof poles
(all sizes with 1 pressure pole)

Sizes available:

… all film windows with fabric covers.

You have to take the measurement
from the ground through the channel
cord rail up to the point where the side
wall will close up with the wall of the
caravan. Do not consider the canopy.
An awning channel height of about
240-250 cm is recommended.

Steel poles,
Ø 28 x 1 mm and
canopy reinforcement.
04 = 355 cm
Left retraction

28

Size:

Size:

Size:

Size:

Size:

06 = 380 cm
Left retraction

08 = 405 cm
Left retraction

09 = 430 cm Right retraction
10 = 430 cm Left retraction

11 = 455 cm Right retraction
12 = 455 cm Left retraction

13 = 480 cm Right retraction
14 = 480 cm Left retraction

Sales price: see page 50 and 51

04
06
08
10
12
14

=
=
=
=
=
=

580
605
630
655
680
705

cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm

Technical details:
Poles:

Size:

09 = 620 cm
11 = 645 cm
13 = 670 cm

Awning depth:
approx. 250 cm
at ground level

Roof:
PVC – coated on both
sides.

Side wall:

Front wall:

TC-TOURING 240
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

TC-TOURING 240
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

Info-Profile page 52

More material info see page 4
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PAMIR
‚S‘ ‚S‘
NOMADA

SUPRA
Available sizes:
Pamir 01-215:
Width approx. 215 cm
Depth approx. 160 cm
Weight approx. 25,5 kg

Pamir 02-250:
Width approx. 250 cm
Depth approx. 215 cm
Weight approx. 33,0 kg

Pamir 03-300:
Width approx. 300 cm
Depth approx. 215 cm
Weight approx. 36,0 kg

Photo size 02-250

Robust winter and travelling awning also for use in alpine
regions! An all-purpose/winter awning with weather-protection canopy in robust design with a host of user benefits,
and added stability thanks to the proven ‘angled roof’ technique and the standard 28 mm steel poles. Door zip-fasteners
of both side walls equipped with fabric covers. Adjustable in
height from 230 to 250 cm strip rail height. Front wall folding
back to balcony trim or completely removable.

Material: Roof and sides completely synthetic, PVC-coated
on inside and outside, washable.
Poles: steel poles, Ø 28 x 1 mm, Size 01: 2 legs and
sizes 02 + 03: 3 legs.
Equipment: pegs, guy ropes, curtains, smooth-running channel cord
with adapter for SHS system, storm tensioning tabs and sealing strips
(2 foam cushions and pressure poles).
Special accessories: wheel cover, ground skirt.

DEPOT

Future. Very real .

Standard equipment:

We have already liked the first drawings of Supra.
Straight. Modern. For present and future. And
with a lot advantages: the quarter-circle form reduces the total surface und therefore the weight. It
can resist gusty winds. The ground plan in V-form
provides a lot of space in the middle of the awning. Supra is equipped with 28 mm aluminium
poles and the PowerGrip system.

Each side with a large entrance and a closable
ventilation window. Tinted window film, multifunction
strip, foam cushions with pressure poles, wheel cover,
ground skirt.

Large, robust equipment tent for the safe and
weatherproof storage of equipment.

Material:	TC-TOURING 240 – Coated on outside.
Poles:	Aluminium poles, Ø 28 x 1 mm with
PowerGrip

Dimensions:	
width 320 cm, depth 250/280 cm
Weight:
about 26 kg
An awning channel height of 238 to 250 cm is recommended.

The approx. 145 cm wide, roll-up door offers a clearance height of approx. 180 cm. Two large top ventilation openings ensure optimum cross-ventilation. Eaves height of approx. 180 cm, centre height approx.
210 cm: plenty of room for all sorts of things which
unnecessarily waste space in the caravan or awning.
Material: roof and sides completely synthetic, PVC-coated on inside
and outside, washable.
Poles: steel poles, Ø 22 x 1 mm, 4 legs.
Equipment: pegs, guy ropes, curtains, Washable spray wall with
wide, double earth strip, with multi-function strips in between for close
ground attachment.

30

Sales price: see page 50 and 51

Designer Michael Studer
“The poeple at Brand have a high quality
approach. A good condition for the
development of an innovative awning
like Supra.”

More material info see page 4
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… the convincing alternative to rollerawnings and sunroofs. More weather
protection! More usage variants!

XPRESS
XPRESS

This quick-assembly tent makes a convincing alternative to roller-awnings and
sunroofs. Assembled in only a few minutes,
it offers real weather protection and more
usage possibilities. The side walls can be
folded down to form a balcony; important
for ventilation in hot regions. They are also
completely removable to form a stable and
protective sunroof. The depth of 285 cm
and width of 250 cm offer plenty of space
for a comfortable corner seating area.
The frame consists of only 3 poles.

!

… assembled in only 6 steps and
approx. 15 minutes.

! Tipp
XPRESS

Righ sidewall removed, entrance in
the left side wall.

Balcony in the wright side wall.

Poles:

As option:

Roof- and sidewall material completely
synthetic, coated on outside. Reduced
condensation formation! No evaporation or creation of odours.

aluminium poles, Ø 28 x 1 mm.

– wheel cover
– ground skirt for caravan

32

Step 2: Anchor the rear corners

Step 3: Anchor the front corners

Step 4: Insert the roof pole

Step 5: Set up the tent

Step 6: Tension

… wall selections removed for use
as a sunroof“

TC-TOURING 240/180

Weight:

Step 1: Insert the tent

An awning channel height of
237 to 250 cm is recommended.

approx. 15 kg

Sales price: see page 50 and 51
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TOURING PREMIUM

Sunroof with extra front wall

... with frontwall. Curtains available at extra price.

Photo size 21
... sunroof with seating corner protected against the wind.

Touring Premium
A combination of a sunroof and
an extra light travel awning, there
is no more flexibility. The roof and
the two side walls serve as the

basis, and can be extended with
the aid of the front wall to form a
closed tent, providing protection
against strengthening wind and

Standard equipment: 3 frame legs and
3 roof poles, ground skirt, wheel cover,
guy ropes, pegs, riveted rings.

rainy weather. The Touring Premium is equipped with standard
25 mm steel poles. A curtain set is
available as an option.

Accessories available at extra price:
	Aluminium poles Ø 28x1mm
with PowerGrip
	Curtain set
	SHS retaining eyes

 oor with stable door effect.
D
The semicircular opening can
be fitted with a mosquito net.

Sizes available:

Technical details:
Poles:

Sizes available

08

09

10

11

12

21

13

A-Measurement in cm

824-849

850-876

877-897

898-917

918-938

939-958

959-977

Approx. weight in kg

33,4

34,0

43,0

43,4

43,7

44,3

44,8

34

… or as a simple sunroof without side sections.

31

14

41

15

978-1001 1002-1025 1026-1051 1052-1075
45,3

45,6

40,8

41,2

Sales price: see page 50 and 51

Steel poles,
Ø 25 x 1 mm
3 frame legs and
3 roof poles.

Awning depth:
approx. 240 cm

Roof:
TC-TOURING 180
Coated on outside.
Inner side with decorative print. Reduced condensation formation.
Without seam.

Side wall:

Front wall:

TC-TOURING 180
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

TC-TOURING 180
Coated on outside.
For a pleasant room
atmosphere.

More material info see page 4

Info-Profile page 52
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SUNNY SD

RONDO
FUN-PLUS

For a shady spot.
This sunroof for all Brand arched roof awnings offers a comfortable usage depth of approx. 235 cm.
Available in Brand awning sizes 09-14. The roof is
attached to the three pole pins of the awning pole,
and tensioned with a roof pole, a front framework
pole and corresponding guy ropes.

Photo size 21
Aluminium frame, wheel flap and ground skirt at extra price.

A shady, comfortable, approx. 235 cm-deep
quality sunroof, including side sections attached
by zipfasteners, an affordable price class. Easy
assembly with three poles. The special sunroof
fabric guarantees a minimum weight. With
optionally available ø28 x 1 mm aluminium
poles (weight 7,0 kg) or ø 22 x 1 mm steel poles
(weight 12,0 kg). If supplied with awning poles,
the 3 standard 22 mm steel poles are omitted.

… a partial sunroof with one corner protected from the wind.

Both side walls can be removed.
	Smooth-running channel cord for use of
SHS adapter.
	Guy ropes, pegs and riveted rings.

… remove the 2 wall sections, protected from the sun.
08

09

10

11

12

21

13

A-Measurement in cm

824-849

850-876

877-897

898-917

918-938

939-958

959-977

Approx. weight in kg

13,4

13,5

13,6

13,8

13,9

14

14,1

Poles:
3 steel poles,
Ø 22 mm.

36

Awning depth:
approx. 235 cm

Poles: steel poles, Ø 22 x 1 mm, 3 legs.
Equipment: pegs, guy ropes.

MISTRAL
Storm safety package
MISTRAL

	With multi-function strips.

Sizes available

Material: TC-TOURING 180, coated on outside.

Roof:
TC-TOURING 180
Coated on outside.

31

14

978-1001 1002-1025
14,2

14,4

Side wall:
TC-TOURING 180
Coated on outside.

Available at extra price:
	Awning frame, steel poles
22 x 1 mm (ca. 12,0 kg)

Conventional storm straps lying over the tent can
damage the roof fabric by abrasion. Sewn-in
storm straps can place unnecessary stress on the
seam and fabric areas. We provide security
where the strongest wind load occurs: Optimum
compensation of gusty tear and tension stresses by
attachment at the pole pin of the corner brackets,
and tensioning by means of strong tent pegs spiral
steel springs.

The storm straps
are attached to
the pole pins by
means of specially developed
plastic adapters.

Spiral springs
for protection
and stability.

	Awning frame, aluminium poles
28 x 1 mm (ca. 7,0 kg)
PowerGrip
	SHS

Sales price: see page 50 and 51

Sales price: see page 50 and 51
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SOLAIR

Awning sunroof

PARASOL XL

Photo size 21

Photo size 21

Quickly ready for use!

Luxury sunroof for
awnings

Our universal awning-sunroof can be assembled in
only a few minutes. In case of strong wind or rain, or
longer absence, it can be quickly stowed away under
the canopy (see small illustrations). The ideal complement to your camping equipment. For use with almost
all Brand fully-fitted tents.
…
 the sunroof rolled up, protected against wind and rain under the
awning canopy.

The ideal framework construction offers a host of advantages:
	to fit all Brand full-length awnings with gable and canopy in sizes 08 – 41
	quick and easy assembly thanks to the convenient framework equipment
	the special adapters and gable poles ensure an optimum fit and the necessary hold for the awning; the awning and sunroof form a compact unit.

	
once fixed to the awning, no dismantling is necessary, the sunroof can
simply be rolled up by two people in the event of bad weather.

	
stowed under the awning canopy, the sunroof is protected against wind

…
 the gable poles in
the awning canopy
hold the sunroof, and
ensure a perfect fit

and rain

Sizes available

08

09

10

11

12

21

13

A-Measurement in cm

824-849

850-876

877-897

898-917

918-938

939-958

959-977

Approx. weight in kg

12,7

12,8

15,1

15,2

15,3

15,4

15,5

Poles:
Ø 22 mm steel, 1 roof pole, 3 support poles,
3 special adapters, 2 gable poles.

38

Roof:
TC-TOURING 180
Coated on outside.

31

14

41

978-1001 1002-1025 1026-1051
15,6

15,9

16,5

…
 3 special adapters, pushed onto
the pole brackets and then fixed in
place, form the basis of this universal
and compact solution. A perfect
connection!

A classic on its own, the awning sunroof of the
luxury class with two side wall elements attached
by zip fasteners. Useful additional space for comfortable seating, or simply to provide shade. The
proven special pole for awning sunroofs ensures the
optimum fit and stable assembly. The front frame
pole, three roof poles and three special adapters for
attachment to the main pole of the awning provide
the necessary stability. Robust Velcro fasteners on
the wall elements and retaining straps on the roof
element provide stability where it is needed, and
also enable different usage variants. The perfect
solution for almost all fully-fitted tents.

 Guy ropes and pegs

Roof-depth:
approx. 235 cm,
without seam

Sales price: see page 50 and 51

… sunroof with seating corner protected against the wind.

… Zip-fastening wall elements removed for easy assembly.

Sizes available

Standard equipment:

… with side walls.

08

09

10

11

12

21

13

A-Measurement in cm

824-849

850-876

877-897

898-917

918-938

939-958

959-977

Approx. weight in kg

20,4

20,6

23

23,2

23,4

23,6

23,9

Poles:
Ø 22 mm steel, 3 roof pole,
3 support poles, 3 special
adapters, 2 gable poles.

Roof:
TC-TOURING 180
Coated on outside.

Roof-depth:
approx. 235 cm,
without seam

31

14

978-1001 1002-1025
24

Standard equipment:

24,2

Side wall:
TC-TOURING 180
Coated on outside.

Sales price: see page 50 and 51

	Two side wall elements,
detachable by zip fasteners,
guy ropes, tent pegs, rivethead rings.

39

The parasol for use
through the season

PARASOL HD

Standard equipment:
	Poles: steel tubes 25 x 1 mm with PowerGrip, 3 roof poles +
2 transverse strengtheners, 7 erecting poles,
2 clamping rods per side wall, 2 gable poles, 3 special adapters
	Two side wall elements, removable by undoing a zip.
	3 Mistral tensioner straps
	Tent pegs and rivet-head rings.

Side wall with three legs and two clamping bars in
hollow seam tabs.

Photo size 21

Parasol HD
The HD parasol is for the camper who wants to use a parasol canopy throughout the season from spring to autumn.
Essentially, its design is identical to the XL parasol. However, the materials used are suitable for use in the season.
The framework is supplied in 25 mm diameter tubes and
includes additional roof and side-wall poles. Note: despite
the material used and the extra tensioning, a canopy of this
type may not be sufficiently stable to withstand storms.

T he side wall and the clamping bars become a stable unit through
use of the hollow seam tabs.

 dditional poles are provided
A
to stabilise the roof area.

P oles made from 25 mm steel pipe, with numerous
roof- and side-wall poles.

Technical details:

Sizes available:

Poles:
Sizes available

10

11

12

21

13

A-Measurement in cm

877-897

898-917

918-938

939-958

959-977

Approx. weight in kg

40,9

41,1

41,3

41,5

41,7

40

…it is necessary to
use the three Mistral
storm straps.

31

14

41

15

Steel poles 25 x 1 mm
with PowerGrip

Roof:
TC-Residential
Externally coated.

Roof depth:
approx 235 cm

Side-walls:
TC-TOURING 240
Externally coated.

978-1001 1002-1025 1026-1051 1052-1075
41,9

42,1

42,4

42,7

Sales price: see page 50 and 51
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ANNEX

CHIEMSEE PLUS
Annex “Rasta”
For most of our awnings we offer the annex ‘Rasta’
(see table). It has an entrance in the side wall.
Usable space increase of approx. 125 cm wide
by approx. 230 cm deep (“Rasta 280” approx.
270 cm deep). The embossed film covers of the
combined gauze-film windows are equipped with
zip-fasteners at the sides. By means of the special
zip-fastener system, the awning side wall can be
removed, and the annex attached, in the same
weatherproof way common to all Brand awnings.
For retro-fitting to most models produced after
1985.

Material: Rasta 240 GA, Rasta 280 GA: roof and
sides completely made from TC-TOURING 240.
Roof with metallic coating. The roof undersides have
a decorative print.
Rasta 240 GA/P and Rasta 280 GA/P: roof PVC and
sides made from TC-TOURING 240
Annex on the right

matching awning models

Annex Rasta 240 GA

Veneto, Safir TL 240, Fino 240,
Riogrande 240

Annex Rasta 240 GA/P

Tarifa 240, Palazzo 240, Castello

Annex Rasta 280 GA

Safir TL 280, Fino 300,
Riogrande 280

Annex Rasta 280 GA/P

Tarifa 280, Palazzo 280

An Annex is not offered for the following models:
Arcade 240 – Arcade 280 – Magellan 300 – Forum
Pamir – Supra – Xpress.

Frame: Ø 22 mm x 1 mm steel poles,
incl. eaves stabilisation poles.

Material :

Special accessories:
Partition wall for hanging
from eaves polen

Whatever your space requirements you
can adjust the front wall as required. The
three compartments afford enough space
for the whole family. All side windows with
½ ventilation gauze and ½ clear film.
Additional film flap for rain and wind
protection. Multi-function strips for
weatherproof, close ground attachment.

TC-TOURING 240/180
Roof and side wall material:
Completely synthetic, coated
on outside, washable.
Reduced condensation
formation. No evaporation
or creation of odours.

Steel poles 22 x 1 mm
8 legs
Ridge height: approx. 210 cm
Eaves height: approx. 178 cm
Weight: approx. 53 kg

Universal sleeping
compartment (210 x 120 cm)

Brand Quality details
The multi-function strip

Window awnings with aluminium poles, for
protection against sun or rain!
Made from weather resistant PVC. Dimensions approx.
180 cm wide x 80 cm deep.
Available in:
P attern 20

42

Pattern 10: grey / blue
Pattern 20: grey / dark grey

Sales price: see page 50 and 51

The multi-function strip developed by Brand is the ideal solution for
anchoring your awning tent porch securely to the ground:
– They are manufactured of material highly resistant to tearing;
– The rivet-head tensioners can be used at a spacing of 2.5 cm (1").
– Thus in important places such as the corners of the porch,
several fixing points can be located in groups.
– Roots and stones in the earth are no problem. Simply place the
tensioner heads in the next available slot to right or left.
– defective rivet-head tensioners can be replaced without difficulty.

Sales price: see page 50 and 51
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Special poles

Pole information
Steel poles

Our awning models are also available with alternative special poles, depending on the model (always
for an extra price). Here we provide some technical information on the special poles available:

Steel 28
Steel poles, 28 x 1.0 mm,
incl. PowerGrip system.
For use with awning
depths 240 and 280 cm.

Steel 32
Steel poles, 32 x 1.5 mm.
For 2.5 – 3 times static
loading. Greater weight
than standard poles. For
use with awning depths
240, 280 and 300 cm.

Alu 28
Aluminium poles,
28 x 1.0 mm with PowerGrip System. Special
for the travelling camper.
For use with awning
depths 240 and 280 cm.

Alu 32

Aluminium poles

We only use precision steel pipe complying with DIN EN 10305-3. All
ends of poles are deburred to avoid any damage being caused to the
tent fabric. After manufacture, the poles are galvanised and thick-film
passivated. An additional seal guarantees hard-wearing surfaces and
extremely long-lasting protection against corrosion.

Longitudinally-welded aluminium pipe complying with DIN 1592. The
surface of the extremely light and rustless pole is anodised. Angles are
made of steel or plastic. An optimum fit is guaranteed by long tapers of
three times the pole diameter.

Aluminium poles,
32 x 1.5 mm (insert section 28 x 2.0 mm). It provides the same structural
stability as the proven
25 mm steel poles. For use
with awning depths 240,
280 and 300 cm.

Canopy reinforcement
A canopy reinforcement stabilises the roof area above the front wall. Using this additional pole makes very good sense when the canopy is erected for a long period and when windy weather conditions prevail.
Si. 01-09

Si. 10-GX

Si. 01-09

Si. 10-GX

Si. 01-09

Si. 10-GX

Si. 01-09

Si. 10-GX

Veneto

€ 111,–

€ 172,–

€ 162,–

€ 255,–

€ 120,–

€ 174,–

€ 213,–

€ 334,–

Safir TL 240

€ 24,–

€ 40,–

€ 78,–

€ 123,–

–

–

€ 128,–

€ 200,–

Safir TL 280

€ 24,–

€ 40,–

€ 78,–

€ 123,–

–

–

€ 128,–

€ 200,–

Arcade 240

€ 0,–

€ 0,–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Arcade 280

€ 0,–

€ 0,–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Fino 240

€ 24,–

€ 40,–

€ 78,–

€ 123,–

€ 39,–

€ 45,–

€ 128,–

€ 200,–

Fino 300

–

–

€ 57,–

€ 90,–

–

–

€ 105,–

€ 165,–

Tarifa 240

€ 111,–

€ 172,–

€ 162,–

€ 255,–

–

–

€ 213,–

€ 334,–

Tarifa 280

–

–

€ 57,–

€ 90,–

–

–

€ 105,–

€ 165,–

Riogrande 240

–

–

€ 57,–

€ 90,–

–

–

€ 105,–

€ 165,–

Riogrande 280

–

–

€ 57,–

€ 90,–

–

–

€ 105,–

€ 165,–

Palazzo 240

–

–

€ 57,–

€ 90,–

–

–

€ 105,–

€ 165,–

Palazzo 280

–

–

€ 57,–

€ 90,–

–

–

€ 105,–

Magellan 300

–

–

€ 57,–

€ 90,–

–

–

Castello

–

–

€ 57,–

€ 90,–

–

–

No special poles are availabale for the other awnings in this catalogue.
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The following models are supplied as standard with canopy reinforcement (without PowerGrip):
Arcade 240
Arcade 280

Fino 240
Fino 300

Riogrande 240
Riogrande 280

Palazzo 240
Palazzo 280

Magellan 300

Castello

Forum

Model Castello is supplied as standard with all-round canopy reinforcement.
A canopy reinforcement is available for the following awnings models for an extra price:
(for sizes 05 – 09, this reinforcement consists of 4 canopy rods, and for sizes 10 – GX of 6 canopy
rods and 2 spacers).
Steel 22/19 mm

Alu 25/22 mm

Si. 01-09

Si. 10-GX

Si. 01-09

Si. 10-GX

Veneto

€ 27,–

€ 52,–

€ 40,–

€ 75,–

€ 165,–

Safir TL 240

€ 27,–

€ 52,–

€ 40,–

€ 75,–

€ 105,–

€ 165,–

Safir TL 280

€ 27,–

€ 52,–

€ 40,–

€ 75,–

–

–

Tarifa 240

€ 27,–

€ 52,–

€ 40,–

€ 75,–

Tarifa 280

€ 27,–

€ 52,–

€ 40,–

€ 75,–
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Poles

The SHS

Depending on the usage purpose, additional poles may be advisable. Whether for touring or seasonal
camping: we offer additional poles in all major dimensions, along with other helpful accessories.
1. Storm support, steel Ø 25 mm, 165 – 260 cm

€ 17,70

1a. Storm support, steel Ø 28 mm, 165 – 260 cm

€ 19,70

1b. Storm support, steel Ø 32 mm, 180 – 260 cm

€ 24,90

1c. Storm support, aluminium Ø 28 mm, 165 – 260 cm

€ 22,10

1d. Storm support, aluminium Ø 32 mm, 180 – 260 cm

€ 29,80

2. Roof pole, arched, steel Ø 25 mm, 210 – 255 cm

€ 18,60

2a. Roof pole, arched, steel Ø 25 mm, 270 – 320 cm

€ 20,30

4a. Clamp pole, 2 clamps, steel, 120 - 205 cm for Ø 22 - 28 mm

€ 12,30

3. Roof pole, steel Ø 25 mm, 215 – 300 cm

€ 17,40

4b. Clamp pole, 2 clamps, steel, 160 - 260 cm for Ø 22 - 28 mm

€ 15,20

3a. Roof pole, steel Ø 28 mm, 220 – 300 cm

€ 20,40

4c. Clamp pole, 2 clamps, steel, 215 - 300 cm for Ø 22 - 28 mm

€ 16,80

3b. Roof pole, steel Ø 32 mm, 215 – 300 cm

€ 26,90

4d. Clamp pole, 2 clamps, aluminium, 80 - 120 cm for Ø 22 - 28 mm

€ 14,50

3c. Roof pole, aluminium Ø 28 mm, 220 – 300 cm

€ 23,60

4e. Clamp pole, 2 clamps, aluminium, 120 - 200 cm for Ø 22 - 28 mm

€ 15,90

3d. Roof pole, aluminium Ø 32 mm, 225 – 300 cm

€ 33,30

4f. Clamp pole, 2 clamps, aluminium, 160 - 260 cm for Ø 22 - 28 mm

€ 19,60

4. Clamp pole, 2 clamps, steel, 80 - 120 cm for Ø 22 - 28 mm

€ 10,20

4g. Clamp pole, 2 clamps, aluminium, 215 - 300 cm for Ø22 - 28 mm

€ 21,70

PowerGrip

SHS

SHS-HOBBY-Adapter

SHS-EXTEND

The proven SHS has been further optimised.
By releasing an integrated screw by hand,
the SHS eye can be opened much wider, and
therefore attached more easily to the channel.
Hand-tightening of the screw then ensures the
optimum clamping effect.

For the caravans of the HOBBY range, model
year 2009 and later, a corner profile has been
used into which the channel rail for the awning
attachment is also inset.
The SHS has been adapted to these caravans
by developing special attachment shoes for the
SHS profiles.

Caravan models of the KNAUS and WILK
ranges from build year 2011 have been equipped with a new channel rail. In order to use
our SHS eyes also for these caravan models,
we have developed a new extension adapter,
the SHS-EXTEND. This is simply p
 ushed onto
the SHS channel rail of the awning roof to the
required position and connected to the SHS
eye.

€ 19,50 / 3 pcs
€ 28,40 / 5 pcs

€ 16,50 / 5 pcs

Storm safety package MISTRAL
In this new tensioning system, the conventional locking
screws have been replaced by a clamp mechanism.
The benefits for you:
- convenient, easy extension and tensioning of the poles
- no damage to the pole surface
- no deformation of the poles
- clamp mechanism without galvanised steel components
- attractive appearance

Conventional storm straps lying over the tent can damage the roof
fabric by abrasion. Sewn-in storm straps can place unnecessary
stress on the seam and fabric areas. We provide security where
the strongest wind load occurs: Optimum compensation of gusty
tear and tension stresses by attachment at the pole pin of the corner brackets, and tensioning by means of strong tent pegs spiral
steel springs.
A set consists of 2 pole-adaptors, 2 storm straps, 2 steel springs,
2 tent pegs.
€ 43,00

A lot of our awnings are equipped with PowerGrip as standard. For retro-fitting of steel or
aluminium poles, we offer as an optional extra a retro-fit set, consisting of 15 pcs. PowerGrip.

Set 15 pcs PowerGrip for Ø 25 mm

€ 48,90

1 piece PowerGrip for Ø 25 mm

€ 4,20

Set 15 pcs PowerGrip for Ø 28 mm

€ 57,00

1 piece PowerGrip for Ø 28 mm

€ 4,80

Set 15 pcs PowerGrip for Ø 32 mm

€ 63,00

1 piece PowerGrip for Ø 32 mm

€ 5,10

5 pcs. PowerGrip for Ø 22 mm

€ 17,20

T he storm straps are attached to the pole pins by
means of specially developed plastic adapters.
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€ 8,70 / 3 pcs

 pecial PVC pin caps and spiral springs
S
for protection and stability.

A perfect storm safety package.
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Accessories

Screw adjustor

Pole clamp

Double pole clamp

For Ø 25 mm

€ 11,00 / 10 pcs.

For Ø 22/25/28 mm

€ 11,60 / 10 pcs.

For 25 and 28 mm – frames

€ 8,40/ 2 pcs.

For Ø 28 mm

€ 12,70 / 10 pcs.

For Ø 28/32 mm

€ 13,60 / 10 pcs.

For 32 mm – frames

€ 9,20/ 2 pcs.

For Ø 32 mm

€ 13,40 / 10 pcs.

Corner pole clamp

Spacers

For 25 and 28 mm – frames

€ 9,00/ 2 pcs.

For 32 mm – frames

€ 9,50/ 2 pcs.

Steel 22/19 mm

€ 13,50 / 2 pcs.

Retaining eyes

Anchor Rings

Curtain rings

Made of polyethylene, for screwing onto the
caravan wall horizontally.

Used for tensioning of the ground skirts.

Roller rings for fixing the curtains in the curtain
track.c







€ 3,50 / 5 pcs.

€ 4,50 / 10 pcs.

€ 2,60 / 10 pcs.

Pole pins

Pole tensioner

Mosquito door

Inner lining

3 pole pins incl. sealing ring and cap

A 7-piece set for all pole dimensions. Effortless
tensioning of the fabric surface for optimum
stability of your awning.

The door is fixed with curtain rollers in the curtain track. Of coated polyester fabric. Width:
125 cm, height: 200 cm.





The channel cords which have been sown into
our awnings since October 1999 enable the
fitting of an inner lining in all Brand full-length
awnings with floor level depths of 240 cm. Delivery time is approx. 4 – 6 weeks. . (Prices for
280cm und 300cm-depth on request)

Prices on pages 50-51.



€ 5,80

€ 20,70 / pc

€ 44,00 / pc

Tensioning rings

Tensioning rings

Roof attachment set

Packing bags

Ground skirt

Specail ground skirt

Tensioning rings (2-holes)

Tensioning rings (6-holes)

Put an end to the flapping of your awning
roof in high winds. A tube of special adhesive,
3 adhesive pads and Velcro straps provide
the necessary hold.

Ideal for transport and storage. Made of highquality, tough polyester material, with side
ventilation gauze panels
Size 01 = Bag for frames 117x28x28 cm

€ 29,00 / pc
Size 02 = Bag for canvas 110x40x40 cm

€ 32,00 / pc

Of PVC film. Height approx. 50 cm. With PVC
track and PVC eyelets welded in.		

For caravans with a lower door
(Tabbert, Fendt), one standard length







€ 4,30 / 10 pcs.
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€ 7,20 / 10 pcs.



€ 19,80

Prices on pages 50-51.

€ 56,00
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- IN €

SALES PRICES IN €
Size

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

21

13

31

14

41

15

16

17

18

19

GX *

748–773

774–798

799–823

824–849

850–876

877–897

898–917

918–938

939–958

959–977

978–1001

1002–1025

1026–1051

1052–1075

1076–1095

1096–1115

1116–1135

1136–1155

ab 1156

980,-

1010,-

1020,-

1050,-

1080,-

1120,-

1145,-

1160,-

1175,-

1215,-

1240,-

1280,-

1295,-

1325,-

1515,-

2185,-

2225,-

2320,-

2575,-

Page

Model

10+11

Veneto

12+13

Safir TL 240

1230,-

1275,-

1330,-

1360,-

1375,-

1410,-

1455,-

1530,-

1570,-

1610,-

1675,-

12+13

Safir TL 280

1385,-

1425,-

1490,-

1530,-

1545,-

1575,-

1630,-

1715,-

1760,-

1800,-

1875,-

14+15

Arcade 240

1490,-

1510,-

1535,-

1575,-

1630,-

1685,-

1735,-

1790,-

14+15

Arcade 280

1670,-

1690,-

1720,-

1765,-

1830,-

1885,-

1940,-

2010,-

16+17

Fino 240

1410,-

1510,-

1530,-

1560,-

1590,-

1650,-

1690,-

1755,-

1795,-

1840,-

2110,-

16+17

Fino 300

1590,-

1690,-

1735,-

1760,-

1790,-

1845,-

1895,-

1930,-

1980,-

2020,-

2365,-

18+19

Tarifa 240

1445,-

1535,-

1565,-

1595,-

1625,-

1655,-

1680,-

1720,-

1760,-

1790,-

2130,-

18+19

Tarifa 280

1640,-

1745,-

1780,-

1815,-

1835,-

1860,-

1900,-

1945,-

1990,-

2030,-

2410,-

20+21

Riogrande 240

Front element “roll-up door”		

142,–

1810,-

1840,-

1965,-

2015,-

2055,-

2085,-

2100,-

2140,-

2180,-

2195,-

2245,-

2615,-

20+21

Riogrande 280

Front element “roll-up door”		

142,–

2030,-

2070,-

2195,-

2255,-

2300,-

2335,-

2360,-

2395,-

2445,-

2460,-

2520,-

2930,-

22+23

Palazzo 240

Front element “arched door”		

142,–

1840,-

1965,-

2015,-

2055,-

2085,-

2100,-

2140,-

2180,-

2195,-

2245,-

2615,-

2760,-

2800,-

2875,-

3230,-

22+23

Palazzo 280

Front element “arched door”		

142,–

2100,-

2235,-

2295,-

2345,-

2375,-

2400,-

2440,-

2485,-

2500,-

2560,-

2985,-

3150,-

3195,-

3275,-

3680,-

24+25

Magellan 300

Window element Magellan		

142,–

2270,-

2415,-

2500,-

2555,-

2610,-

2665,-

2720,-

2800,-

2850,-

2910,-

3260,-

––

––

––

4020,-

26+27

Castello

Front element Castello “arched door”

142,–

2285,-

2350,-

2390,-

2470,-

2530,-

2585,-

2630,-

2680,-

2755,-

3085,-

3175,-

3260,-

3350,-

3800,-

28+29

Forum

2160,-

2235,-

2235,-

––

2275,-

––

2275,-

Measurement

––

1830,-

Accessories Forum

Front element Forum “arched door”

30

Pamir S

Size 01: 675,-

30

Depot

440–

31

Supra

990,–

32+33

Xpress

610,–
Curtains - set of 2 pieces 49,–
610,–        Curtains

34+35

Touring Premium

Curtains 79,–

1900,-

––

Frames at extra charge

Sunroof with frame 246,-

Size: 775,–

Size 03: 855,–

Ground skirt and wheel cover 39,–
940,-

980,-

995,-

1010,-

1025,-

1040,-

1055,-

1090,-

1120,-

470,-

470,-

490,-

490,-

490,-

510,-

510,-

510,-

525,-

Size 10–14	
95,–

Aluminium 28 x 1 mm			 Size 08 – 09	

127,–

Size 10–14	
142,–

38

SOLAIR

39

PARASOL XL

40+41

PARASOL HD

49

Inner lining
deep 240 cm

49

Bodenschürzen

25 Meters 105,–

43

Chiemsee Plus

1540,–

435,-

435,-

435,-

485,-

380,-

380,-

420,-

420,-

420,-

435,-

435,-

435,-

485,-

565,-

565,-

615,-

615,-

615,-

690,-

690,-

690,-

740,-

795,-

825,-

840,-

855,-

870,-

885,-

900,-

920,-

940,-

244,-

244,-

244,-

266,-

266,-

266,-

285,-

285,-

285,-

310,-

310,-

310,-

310,-

25,-

28,-

28,-

28,-

30,-

30,-

31,-

31,-

36,-

36,-

36,-

36,-

222,-

22,-

22,-

24,-

24,-

25,-

240 cm deep – right side

280 cm deep – right side

25,-

Partition wall:

530,– 600,–
600,–
Prices for more accessories and
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32,–

420,-

222,-

Rasta 280 GA/P

8 pieces PowerGrip 28 mm

420,-

222,-

Rasta 240 GA/P

1185,- Extra charge Alu 28 w. PowerGrip 89,–

420,-

208,-

Rasta 280 GA

1155,-

380,-

208,-

Rasta 240 GA



* Size GX - delivery time about 3 - 4 weeks.

Supporting frame 71,–

82,–

RONDO

Annexe
and accessories

Ground skirt and wheel cover 39,–

Steel 22 x 1 mm 			 Size 08 – 09	

37

42

2160,-

142,–

Sunny SD
36

1945,-

485,-

- for Rasta 240 cm
- for Rasta 280 cm
- for Rasta 300 cm

126,–
142,–
153,–

Sleeping compartment

184,–

340,-

Window awnings with aluminium frame:
- Dessin: 10
- Dessin: 20

98,–

frames: see page 48 and 49.
Sales prices in Euro - including VAT.
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The info profile guide

Quality facts

Standard equipment see also pages 4 to 9.
Roof
Metallic coating on outside, decorative print on inside
One-piece roof surface, without seam (PVC-roofs always without seam)
Poles
Pole equipment: sizes 10 – GX = 5 legs (2 adjustable), 5 roof poles
Pole equipment: sizes 05 – 09 = 3 legs, 3 roof poles
PowerGrip system for Ø 28 mm poles
Standard canopy reinforcement
Front wall
Variable entrance positioning
Arched entrance door, rolling up to side
Straight entrance door, rolling up to top

Fitting

Metallic coating

Printed interior to the roof

To achieve an optimum fit of the canopy,
Brand only uses very small size ranges,
for instance for size 31, only 23 cm
(978-1001 cm).

On the majority of Brand canopies, a roofing
material is used which has an additional
metallic coating (TC-Touring 240 and TCResidential). This additional coating is not
merely attractive to look at; it also improves
weather resistance.

The decorative print inside the roof makes for
a pleasant living atmosphere.

Multi function strip

Coated straps

Fabric edges

The multi-function strip developed by Brand is
the ideal solution for anchoring your awning
tent porch securely to the ground: The rivethead tensioners can be used at a spacing of
2.5 cm. Thus in important places such as the
corners of the porch, several fixing points can
be located in groups. Defective rivet-head
tensioners can be replaced without difficulty.

…are weather-resistant and easy to clean.

Fabric edges enclosed in a strip. No edge
seam which might tend to fray.

Zip strength

Zips

Zips

Where walls are divided, full-length zip fastenings of an appropriate strength are used.

Zip fasteners made to size to fit the relevant
tent.

All side wall zip fasteners are protected
against wind, rain and weather effects by
integral covers of high-quality tent side wall
material. The edges of the fabric are enclosed in a PVC strip.

Windows
Film covers on side windows, closed by zip-fasteners at the sides
Window covers on all windows, closed by zip-fasteners at the sides
3-piece side windows: ½ ventilation gauze + film cover + fabric flap
Panorama comfort window
Side wall windows also with decorative curtains
Zip-fasteners
Heavy-duty zip-fasteners
Side wall zip-fasteners protected by fabric covers
Outer frame zip-fasteners of front wall protected by fabric covers
All heavy-duty front wall zip-fasteners protected by fabric covers
General equipment
Multi-function strips for close ground attachment
Wide interior strips, multi-function strips and exterior earth strips
Hollow-seam tabs for fitting of canopy reinforcement (accessory)
Hollow-seam tabs for fitting of standard canopy reinforcement
Hollow-seam tabs in front and side walls for balcony poles for wall stabilisation
Curtains with roller hangers
Double curtain strip for a 2nd outer curtain
Ground skirt, wheel cover, pegs and guy ropes
Smooth-running channel cord with adapter for inner roof liner and SHS system
Eaves strip for fitting of rain gutters
Storm tensioning tabs (strong PVC parts) all round
Top ventilation
Top ventilation closing with zip-fasteners
Velcro attachments for additional storm supports
Special accessories
Steel poles, ø 28 mm x 1.0 mm, with PowerGrip system
Steel poles, ø 32 mm x 1.5 mm
Aluminium poles, ø 28 mm x 1.0 mm with PowerGrip system
Aluminium poles, ø 32 mm x 1.5 mm
Additional canopy reinforcement seth
Matching annex ‘Rasta’ (see detailed description on Page 42)
Storm supports, roof poles, clamp poles, rain gutters and further accessories (see Page 46ff)
Inner roof lining (delivery time 4 – 6 weeks)
SHS retaining eyes (see page 47)
Strom safety package MISTRAL (see page 47)
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Quality.
Tradition.
Design.
Important: Find out the correct
A-Measurement

BESTE

MARKEN

2016
1. PLATZ

Brand
Vorzelte/Sonnensegel

The awning size required for your caravan should only be taken
from the Brand size table. Size information of other manufacturers does not necessarily correspond to our sizes.
You can however calculate the correct awning size from the
A-Measurement (awning measurement) of your caravan.
To do this, park your caravan normally and lower the supports.
Measure the dimension
A – B in cm using a
non-elastic cord threaded through the caravan
awning channel. For
instance, if you measure
A
B
845 cm, this data will
be found within size 08
(824 – 849 cm) in the size scales for the models in this catalogue.
Since changes may occasionally be made by caravan manufacturers during the season (axles, wheels etc.), which may affect
the A-measurement, we recommend that you calculate the dimension A - B and compare it with the caravan type and year
dimensions given in the size table.
If you choose a floor plinth, this should be taken into account in the
awning size. Your specialist dealer will be happy to advise you.
Size GX is always made to order and is a basic size for caravan awnings with circumference dimensions over 1156 cm.
Delivery time: about 3-4 weeks.
Caution: when the caravan is loaded, the height of
the caravan will as a rule be altered. If the caravan
is loaded, the measurement A – B must always be
determined.

Your specialist dealer:
Brand GmbH & Co. KG
Jahnstraße 33 · 32361 Preußisch Oldendorf
Phone: (+49) 57 42 / 9 40 - 0
Fax:
(+49) 57 42 / 9 40 - 66
Internet: www.brand-camping.com
Subject to technical amendment in the course of further development, colour changes and colour variations due to printing. All sales are subject to our
delivery and payment conditions.
The illustrations in this catalogue are protected by copyright, and may not be copied or used, in whole or in part, in any way.

